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Abstract: The need of cloud computing services is increased 

widely, because of the growth of digital transformation and large 

elasticity of the cloud services, in the need of improving the 

efficiency of energy in data centers. In this paper, a kind of 

framework used to improve the energy consumption of data center 

are solved and implemented. The framework is based on these two, 

that is schedule algorithm and consolidation algorithm. It 

approaches depending only on one kind of approach as in the 

previous works. The framework rectifies the customer’s request, 

in the need to their time and power needs before applying the 

schedule algorithm. It has an algorithm that undertaking the 

energy consumption when taking it to decisions. It also has another 

algorithm that determines the servers to be sleep or stop, from the 

loaded server’s virtual machines to be migrate and the servers that 

will sent migrate virtual machines. The framework includes a 

jumping algorithm for transferring migrated virtual machines to 

new servers. Results of checking the experiment denoted the 

fabulous approach framework to the use the one approach only to 

put down the energy consumption in order of energy usage 

effectiveness, data center power secure, intermediate execution 

time and money saving. 

 

Keywords: Energy consumption reduction, Time saving, 

Storage saving. 

1. Introduction 

Nowadays, most commonly IT-based businesses are cloud 

computing technologies. Cloud computing is a future 

technology and also cloud services, such as Apple, Amazon, 

and Microsoft, Google in the ways of improving more services 

for cloud services to keep their chances to be in industry to 

make more business on this and meet the increasing usage of 

customers. There are many different businesses based shifts to 

cloud-based puppets for IT systems. As a server by google, 

about 90% of cloud services are work through cloud computing 

methods in 2021. 

However, International Corporation calculate the size of data 

used and proposed may reach up to 189 Zetta bytes by 2027.it 

needs more and more facilities and services to developed by 

cloud. These kind of facilities and services may cause many 

data centers and resources to be vanished in cloud that may 

result in more of electrical energy to be consumed. 

Cloud computing systems resources are only for customers’ 

work ships as virtual machines that are put down and complies 

in data centers. The data centers uses multiple physical servers  

 

and each and every server have its own resources.so each cloud 

have huge amount of resources that consume certain amounts 

of electrical energy. which cause high production of CO2 

formation. 

2. Literature Review 

In [1], the authors suggested a hybrid steganography solution 

with the technique of LSB encoding and the DES algorithm. 

They encrypted the data using the DES encryption algorithm 

and then embedded the decrypted data using the LSB process. 

Since the LSB is insufficiently reliable, we may conclude that 

this device does not have better security.  

In [2], an innovative approach for exchanging and 

safeguarding cloud data using multilayer steganography and 

cryptography is used. If the AES encryption algorithm encrypts 

data, the encrypted data is then inserted in a cover picture using 

the Hash-LSB algorithm. 

In [3], An enhanced LSB-based image steganography 

technique has been applied by the authors of for RGB colour 

images that have better PSNR value than previously used LSB 

approaches.      

 In [4], the authors presented the cloud storage system with a 

cryptographic public verification of data integrity, where data 

integrity is verified by a third-party auditor. Nevertheless, the 

defective third-party auditor could not have adequate evidence. 

In [5], the authors introduced a successful method of data 

encryption to manage data using cryptographic techniques in 

the cloud storage environment. Data is encrypted here and 

stored in the cloud afterwards. 

In [6], A steganography technique was introduced by the 

authors of where they used diffusion-based image compression 

techniques and where stego-image accuracy depends on the 

number of important points. 

In [7], a framework that enhances data storage protection in 

cloud computing by steganography is introduced. Using the 

steganography algorithm, they cover the data in an image to 

boost, then save the stego image in the cloud. 

 In [8], the authors suggested a multi-layer text encryption 

using cryptography of variable block size and steganography of 

images where authors used modified LSB along with raster scan 

technique for embedding. 

In [9], The authors gave an opinion on the ability to obtain 
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data protection in cloud storage through cryptography.  

In [10], When using some encryption algorithm, data is 

encrypted, and stored in the cloud server. It is stable, but it is 

not ideal for more sensitive data.  

In [11], prior to the encryption method, the authors put forth 

an algorithm for concealing messages in encrypted photos using 

predetermined watermark embedding. The encryption 

/decryption here has a specific key and the processing of 

watermarks has a different key, so the message decryption is 

independent of extracting the image. 

3. Proposed Architecture 

1. The proposed system's architecture as shown in Fig. 

2. In the following section, 1 and its working steps are defined. 

3. The steps involved in this system are illustrated below: 

 Encryption:  

By using the Blowfish encryption protocol, the 

hidden message will be encrypted. 

 Embedding:  

In this stage, we would use the E-LSB embedding 

algorithm to hide the encrypted data in a cover 

image that would generate a stego-image as an 

output. 

 Hashing:  

Here the stego-image hash value will be determined 

later using the SHA-256 hashing algorithm to verify 

data integrity in the cloud storage. 

 Retrieving:  

We need to apply the recall algorithm to retrieve the 

data from the stego-image. 

 Decryption:  

The collected data will be decrypted by the 

Blowfish decryption algorithm to get a hidden code. 

 

 
Fig. 1. The architecture of the proposed system 

 

There are essentially three possibilities in the suggested 

scheme and those are listed below: 

1. Safe cloud data storage: This requires two sections 

2. Data security: The coding and the embedding 

algorithm must be used for encrypted data storage. 

3. Data extraction: We need to implement the retrieval 

and decryption algorithm for safe data extraction. 

4. Data integrity verification: The hash value of the 

stego-image has to be determined before it is stored 

in the cloud storage to check the integrity of the data 

so that we can quickly check the integrity later. 

5. Safe data sharing in the cloud: It is important to 

supply the receiver with sufficient information to 

safely share the data so that the receiver can retrieve 

the data from the cloud storage by using the 

recovery and decryption algorithm. 

4. Embedded least significant bits (E_LSB) Technique 

Both RGB image pixels in the Embedded Least Significant 

Bits (E-LSB) phase are broken into 8-bit frames for the Red (R), 

Green (G), and Blue (B) planes, respectively. To apply this 

procedure, we first encrypt the message using the method of 

Blowfish encryption. Then the encrypted data will be embedded 

with the least important 3, 3, and 2-bit R, G and B frames, 

respectively, of a pixel of the image. We take an encrypted data 

character and transform it to 8-bit binary data (ASCII value), 

then cover the Rplane's 3 least significant binary data bits, the 

Gplane's next 3 significant bits, and the B plane's 2 most 

relevant bits, respectively. 

We use the equation for determining the value of each LSB 

for the restored image pixel (1).  

 

𝐕 = 𝐏 ⊕ 𝐌                     (1) 

 

Here, V = nth pixel plane bit, P = kth pixel plane bit, and M 

= mth message bit, respectively. 

We just need to know the value of P for extraction and we 

can get the encrypted hidden message again using equation (2), 

 

M = V ⊕ P                     (2) 

 

Suppose we have to cover in a pixel the encrypted binary 

message "10101101" whose value for the R, G, and B planes is 

"01101010", "11101011", and "10001001." We use P = 3rd bit 

(considering left to right) of each pixel plane for embedding for 

this case. Table 1 and Table 2 display this method. 

 
Table 1 

Binary 8-bits frames of a pixel of the cover image  

(before embedding) 

01101010 11101011 10001001 

The encrypted message bits are: 10101101 

Table 2 

Binary 8-bits frame of a pixel of the stego-image  

(after embedding) 

01101010 11101010 10001010 

 

In current techniques such as LSB, H-LSB, Modified LSB, 

the secret data can be easily retrieved by anybody. But we do 

not substitute LSB bits for real data in E-LSB, because it is not 

possible to retrieve the secret data from the stego-image without 

understanding the value of P. That's why it delivers greater 

protection than the approaches in use. And we need only the 

stego-image for the extraction process. 
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5. Conclusion 

The binding of cryptography and steganography is used in 

the executed method. it encrypts the secure message, the Blow 

fish encryption algorithm is used for steganography, and LSB 

based steganography also used here .it provide more data 

security. In this method, compared to other methods, we have 

better values, which means that our method is more secure in 

terms of security. This method can reduce almost 15 KB 

message in a cover image of size 128×128 pixels, 256 KB in 

image of size 513×513 pixels, and 468 KB memory in image of 

size 850×650 pixels. Here we also used the SHA algorithm it 

calculates the hash value of the image by we can check the 

purity of the data when it is stored. In future to increase the data 

reducing capacity, video can be taken as media for usage. For 

reducing, different data such as 3:4:2 can be usable and 

randomly can be improved between techniques by switching 

between methods. It is also possible to approach to hide pixel 

variation. 
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